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ABSTRACT

MULTIVARIATE OUTLIER MINING USING CLUSTER ANALYSIS:
CASE STUDY – NATIONAL HEALTH INTERVIEW SURVEY

By
Md. Monir Hossain Sharker
August 2010

Thesis supervised by Dr. Frank D’Amico
Outlier mining is a fundamental issue in many statistical analyses, especially in
multivariate cases. Outliers may exert undue influence on outcomes of the analysis. In
most cases, it is a big challenge to reveal the pattern of the outliers and the
“outlyingness”. There are several approaches and methods to detect anomalous data
points in data. But no single method is perfect for every data set especially when the data
dimension and volume is high. In this thesis, I review distance-based clustering methods
for multivariate outlier mining and demonstrate the usefulness of it in a medical setting.
Specifically, I discuss Hierarchical clustering and the multivariate methods of
determining appropriate cluster(s). After mining the multivariate outliers, I examine and
describe the characteristics of the variables for those outliers. Finally, I demonstrate the
application of these methods using the National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) 2008
database for the purposes of studying adolescent obesity.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Multivariate outlier mining is a key concern in sensitive statistical analysis especially
for massive and high dimensional data. Detecting outlier, by sorting the residuals, for
univariate case is comparatively easy. But in multivariate case, the residuals are also
multivariate. In most of cases, it is a big challenge to reveal the pattern of the outliers and
the degree of “outlyingness”. So, mining outlier in the multivariate case requires special
attention.

Cluster analysis is a process of re-organizing a set of data points (objects) into
appropriate number of mutually exclusive unknown groups based on combinations of
variables and the properties in common among the objects. It is comparatively easier to
predict characteristics of objects based on group statistics, where the members share
similar properties, as opposed to the individual case. The idea here is that the extreme
cases (outliers) should be clustered together. Thus cluster analysis could be used in
mining those outliers and reveal their characteristic pattern.

1.1

Specific Objective
There are several clustering approaches (such as distribution-based, distance-based,

and depth-based) to detect anomalous data objects in a database. In this thesis, for
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multivariate outlier mining, I will first review clustering methods. Specifically, I am
interested in Hierarchical Clustering (HC), one of the distance-based approaches.
Second, I will discuss some of the methods presently being used for identifying
multivariate outliers. Third, I will show how clustering, in particular HC, can be used to
determine outlier(s). Then, I will describe a current database collected from the National
Health Interview Survey (NHIS), 2008. The NHIS is a multi-purpose health survey
conducted by the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS), Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC). Finally, I will apply HC method and determine
multivariate outlier(s) in the NHIS 2008 database. I will also examine if the clusters and
the potential outliers have clinical significance in discriminating adolescent obesity.

1.2

Background
There are numerous data mining applications, where identifying exceptions or rare

events (outliers) often lead to discovery of important knowledge. Example of such
applications are, fraud detection, identifying network intrusions and causes of bottlenecks,
criminal activities in E-commerce and/or online transaction, detection of suspicious
activities in a database, structural defect detection, disease identification and many more.
As a data mining tool, cluster analysis [32] of different approaches can play important role
to detect multivariate outliers.

In distribution-based approaches [1, 2], data points are modeled using a stochastic
distribution and the outliers are observations which deviate from the given distribution. But
this is not suitable for moderately high dimension and expensive to determine proper
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model. In distance-based approach, nearest neighbor (NN)-based methods define outliers
in different ways like a) data points for which there are less than a number of neighboring
points within a specified distance [3], b) the top data points whose distance to the kth
nearest neighbor is the largest [4], c) data points whose average distance to the kth nearest
neighbor is largest [5] etc. But in density-based methods a Local Outlying Factor (LOF) [6]
is used where the LOF of a sample is the average of the ratios of the density of the sample
and the density of its nearest neighbors. The data points with the largest LOF are treated as
outlier. Depth-based methods works on a quantitative measure, called depth, which
measures the “degree of centrality” for a data point with respect to a data set [7, 8].

Hierarchical clustering [11] is a clustering method, under distance-based approach,
that builds a hierarchy of clusters (of closely related objects). In the hierarchical structure,
the hierarchy level increases as the similarity decreases between clusters. The similarity
to consider could be measured for the multivariate dataset. So, the idea is that, if I apply
hierarchical clustering on the multivariate similarity matrix for a dataset, the outliers in
the dataset should be clustered together in one or some top level hierarchy.

1.3

Data and Methods
The database I use in this thesis is collected from the National Health Interview

Survey (NHIS), 2008. This is the latest complete version released and publicly available
for research. The NHIS is the principal source of information on the health of the civilian,
non-institutionalized, household population of the United States. From each household
family, in the NHIS 2008 [9], one Sample Child (if any under age 18 present) and one
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Sample Adult were randomly selected and detail information in response to predesigned
questionnaires on each was collected. The Sample Child and Sample Adult comprising
the study data are used for illustration in this thesis.

Using exploratory methods, the Sample Child and Sample Adult databases will be
aggregated into one database keeping statistically and clinically important predictor
variables with respect to adolescent obesity. Then HC will be applied to each database in
order to identify the clusters and potential outliers. Within each database, the candidate
outlier cluster(s) will be examined for comparison with the widely used cluster analysis
similarity measures (Mahalanobis distance, Jacknife technique, and T2 statistic). Finally,
characteristics of the clusters and the potential outliers will be described with respect to
the adolescent obesity.

The definition I use for adolescent obesity throughout the thesis is obtained from
physicians who examined the body mass index (bmi), gender of the child and the age for
each child. They then took age-specific bmi growth curves and determined for each child
in the database whether the child was either “normal”, “overweight” or “obese”. I create
a new variable, “status”, to represent the obesity status.

1.4

Thesis Organization
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, I present description of

clustering, general classification of clustering algorithms, and description of Hierarchical
Agglomerative Clustering (HAC) process with an illustrative example. Chapter 3
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explains multivariate outliers, different similarity measures in multivariate outlier
analysis, and how HAC could be used as a multivariate outlier mining tool. Chapter 4 is a
description of NHIS 2008 database specifically, the dataset used in this thesis. Chapter 5
presents application of Hierarchical Clustering on NHIS 2008 database, analyses,
demonstration of results, and discussion. Concluding remarks are given in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

CLUSTERING

Clustering is an unsupervised learning method which assigns a set of comparatively
related data points into subsets (clusters). The goal of clustering is to categorize similar
(in some sense) data points together and dissimilar or extreme data points separately. The
basic assumption in clustering is that objects in the same cluster behave similarly with
respect to relevance to information needs [10].

2.1

Types of Clustering
There are several approaches of clustering namely a) distribution-based b) distance-

based, and c) depth-based. The distance-based clustering is again classified, in general, as
1) Hierarchical clustering (HC) and 2) Partition-based clustering. There are two types of
HC clustering based on the way it is implemented namely i) Agglomerative and ii)
Divisive. The Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC) is widely used and I will use
it as the outlier mining tool in this thesis.

2.2

Hierarchical Clustering
In Hierarchical Clustering [11], agglomerative approach works by successively

merging smaller clusters into larger one (bottom up) while the divisive approach works
by splitting larger clusters to more related smaller clusters (top down). In either case, a
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tree structure of clusters called dendrogram is produced which shows the relationships
among the clusters by means of similarity measure (distance). In HAC dendrogram, each
merge of two clusters is represented by a horizontal line. The y-coordinate of the
corresponding horizontal line is the similarity (called combination similarity) of the two
clusters merged. Thus the smaller the distance implies the higher the similarity and vice
versa.

2.2.1

Similarity (Distance) Measure

In general, to cluster N data objects, the agglomerative method works based on an
NxN distance (similarity) matrix. Two commonly used methods to measure the distance
(similarity), for any two K dimensional data vectors (X, Y) are explained below.

(1) Euclidean distance: It is simply the geometric distance in multidimensional
space. So the Euclidian distance d(X,Y) between two vectors X, Y each having
dimension K, is computed as:
d(X, Y) =

K

∑ (X
i =1

i

− Yi )

2

(2) Squared Euclidean distance: It is simply the square of the Euclidean distance.
This measure is used in order to get greater weight on objects that are further
apart. In the above case, the squared Euclidian distance is hence found as;
K

d(X, Y) = ∑ (X i − Yi )

2

i =1
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Usually, Euclidean (and squared Euclidean) distances are computed for data as is, not
for standardized data. Here, the distance calculated between any two objects is not
affected by introducing new objects into the scene. However, the resultant distances can
be greatly affected by differences in scale among the dimensions. For example, if one of
the dimensions states a measured weight in pounds (lb) and in distance calculation the
measure is converted to ounces (lb x 16) then the final distance calculated from multiple
dimensions along with this weight can be biased by the dimensions having larger scale.
Consequently, the results of cluster analyses may vary a lot. So, before distance
calculation the dimensions should be transformed into as similar scales as possible. In the
continuous case, standardized units are often used.

2.2.2

HAC Algorithm

Assumption:

a) The merge operation is monotonic. That means, if d1, d2, d3, …..…, dN-1 are the
distances of successive merges for a HAC to cluster N objects then,
d1 ≤ d 2 ≤ d 3 ..................., ≤ d N −1
b) The distances (similarities) between the clusters are assumed as the distances
(similarities) between the objects of the clusters.

Having the NxN distance matrix, the algorithm steps work as follows;
1. Assign each item to a cluster initially (N clusters having 1 item each).
2. Merge the closest (most similar) cluster pair into a single cluster.
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3. Re-compute distances (similarities) between the new cluster and each of the old
clusters and update the distance matrix.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until all items are clustered into a single cluster of size N.
Step 2 and 3 are the key steps in the process. They extract the most similar (closest)
cluster pair and merge them into a single cluster. Here the linkage rules come into effect.

2.2.3

Linkage rules

There are different ways (linkages) to find the closeness, such as Single-Linkage,
Complete-Linkage, Average-Linkage. [Figure 2.1(a)-(c)].

Cluster X

Cluster Y

Cluster X

Cluster Y

Figure 2.1(a): Single-Linkage Figure 2.1(b): Complete-Linkage

Cluster X

Cluster Y

Figure 2.1(c): Average-Linkage

In single-linkage clustering [12, 13, and later reinvented by [14] and [15]), the
distance between clusters is found as the shortest distance between any member of one
cluster to any member of the other cluster. That is,

d(X, Y) = Min{d (x, y ); x ∈ X , y ∈ Y }
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In complete-linkage clustering, the distance between clusters is found as the greatest
distance between any member of one cluster to any member of the other cluster (Milligan
1980). That is,

d(X, Y) = Max{d ( x, y ); x ∈ X , y ∈ Y }

In average-linkage clustering, the distance is calculated as the average distance from
any member of one cluster to any member of the other cluster. Average linkage tends to
join clusters with small variances and is slightly biased toward producing clusters with
the same variance [16]. The distance here is calculated as;

d(X, Y) =

1
N x × NY

Nx Ny

∑∑ d (x , y ); x
i =1 j =1

i

i

i

∈ X , yi ∈ Y

In this thesis, I have used Single-Linkage HAC algorithm [11, 14] as shown in Figure
2.2. The time complexity of single-linkage, complete-linkage, and average-linkage
methods are Θ( N 2 ) , Θ( N 2 log N ) , Θ( N 2 log N ) respectively, where N is the sample
size. The performance of using single linkage method is better [10] than the others. The
reason for the difference in time complexity between single-linkage and complete-linkage
is that, distance defined as the distance of the two closest members (single-linkage case)
is a local property that is not affected by merging; distance defined as the diameter of a
cluster (complete-linkage case) is a non-local property that can change during merging.

10

Single-LinkageHAC(D)

The

distance matrix (D) contains all distances d(i,j). The clusters are

assigned sequence numbers 0,1,......, (N − 1) and L(k) is the level of the kth clustering.
A cluster with sequence number m is denoted (m) and the distance between clusters
(x) and (y) is denoted d[(x),(y)].
1. Start with the disjoint clusters having level L(0) = 0 and sequence number m = 0.
2. Find the most similar pair of clusters in the current clustering, say pair (x), (y),
according to d[(x),(y)] = Min d[(i),(j)] where the minimum is over all pairs of
clusters in the current clustering.
3. Increment the sequence number: m = m + 1. Merge clusters (x) and (y) into a
single cluster to form the next clustering m. Set the level of this clustering to L(m)
= d[(x),(y)]
4. Update the proximity matrix, D, by deleting the rows and columns corresponding
to clusters (x) and (y) and adding a row and column corresponding to the newly
formed cluster (x, y). The proximity between the new cluster, denoted (x,y) and
old cluster (k) is defined as d[(k), (x, y)] = Min {d[(k),(x)], d[(k),(y)]}.
5. If all objects are in one cluster, stop. Else, repeat from step 2.

Figure 2.2: Single-Linkage Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering algorithm.

2.3

How Many Clusters?
It is not necessary for HAC to pre-specify the number of clusters to generate.

However, in some applications, clearly disjoint clusters may need to be separated. If so,
the hierarchy (dendrogram) needs to be cut at some point of interest. There are several
criterions [17] based on what cutting point could be determined:
11

a) The rule of thumb[18] in determining number of clusters K out of N observations
is set as
K≈

N
2

b) Set a threshold distance above which clusters should be separated and cut the
dendrogram at that level of distance (similarity). The distance specification
depends on the type of objects clustered. The higher the distance, the lower the
number of cluster.

c) Choose the dendrogram cutting point such that the gap between two successive
combination similarities is the largest. That is, cut the dendrogram where the
distance between clusters starts to increase sharply. Adding more cluster
decreases the quality of the clustering significantly at this point.

d) Educated guess. More about clustering validity methods is explained in [17].

2.4

Illustrative Example
I pick a simple example to demonstrate the Single-Linkage HAC application in

clustering. Suppose we have the percent marks obtained by six(6) students of MathCS
department in two different subjects Math and CS as listed in Table 2.1. We first
calculate the distance matrix for the table and then apply the HAC algorithm to the
distance matrix to cluster them and generate a dendrogram.
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Table 2.1: MathCS student evaluation table
Name
Julie
John
Ryan
Bob
Ted
Sara

Math
90
92
65
30
70
85

CS
90
94
70
40
75
92

2.4.1 Distance Matrix Calculation
For a single variable, Math, the distance matrix (D1) is calculated (shown in Table
2.2) using squared Euclidian distance measure. For example, distance between John and
Bob is calculated as

d((John),(Bob)) = (92-30)2 = 3844

Here, distance for any student to itself is 0 as shown diagonally. Also, the upper part of
the diagonal is just a mirror image of the lower.
Table 2.2: Distance matrix (D1) for Math only

Julie
John
Ryan
Bob
Ted
Sara

Julie
0
4
625
3600
400
25

John
4
0
729
3844
484
49

Ryan
625
729
0
1225
25
400
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Bob
3600
3844
1225
0
1600
3025

Ted
400
484
25
1600
0
225

Sara
25
49
400
3025
225
0

Similarly, the distance matrix (D2) for the CS variable is found as shown in Table 2.3.

Table 2.3: Distance matrix (D2) for CS only

Julie
John
Ryan
Bob
Ted
Sara

Julie
0
16
400
2500
225
4

John
16
0
576
2916
361
4

Ryan
400
576
0
900
25
484

Bob
2500
2916
900
0
1225
2704

Ted
225
361
25
1225
0
289

Sara
4
4
484
2704
289
0

For univariate clustering, I can apply HAC to any of the tables of interest. But I am
interested in multivariate analysis. To do that, the distance matrix should be calculated
using all the variables of interest (here Math and CS). So, to calculate the multivariate
distance matrix D, I use the squared Euclidian distance calculation equation for multiple
variables. In other words, I add all the single variable distance matrices. In this case,
adding Table 2.2 and Table 2.3, I can find D (= D1+ D2) as shown in Table 2.4.

Table 2.4: Distance matrix (D) for Math and CS

Julie
John
Ryan
Bob
Ted
Sara

Julie
0
20
1025
6100
625
29

John
20
0
1305
6760
845
53

Ryan
1025
1305
0
2125
50
884
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Bob
6100
6760
2125
0
2825
5729

Ted
625
845
50
2825
0
514

Sara
29
53
884
5729
514
0

2.4.2 Clustering Process
I have the input distance matrix (6x6) evaluating 6 students of MathCS department in
two subjects as shown in Table 2.4. I use hierarchical clustering method on it using
single-linkage. I have 6 objects (students) and I assign each object into one cluster. So I
have 6 clusters initially. According to the algorithm, these 6 clusters are grouped such
that at the end of the iterations, it will produce one cluster consisting of the six objects. In
each iteration, the closest distant pair is clustered. In the example, the closest clusters are
Julie and John with the shortest distance of 20 between them as shown in Table 2.4.
Cluster (Julie) and (John) are taken into cluster (Julie, John). The distance matrix is
updated treating (Julie, John) as a single cluster in the matrix as shown in Table 2.5.

Table 2.5: Updated Distance matrix after merging (Julie) and (John)

Julie, John
Ryan
Bob
Ted
Sara

Julie, John
0
1025
6100
625
29

Ryan
1025
0
2125
50
884

Bob
6100
2125
0
2825
5729

Ted
625
50
2825
0
514

Sara
29
884
5729
514
0

Distance among clusters not merged in the current iteration will not be changed in the
original distance matrix. Now the concern is to calculate distances among the new cluster
(Julie, John) and others. Here is exactly where the linkage rules come into play. Using
single-linkage, minimum distance between original objects of the two clusters is
determined. Using the input distance matrix, distance between cluster (Julie, John) and
cluster (Ryan) is computed as
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d (( Joulie, John), Ryan) = Min(d ( Julie, Ryan), d ( John, Ryan)) =Min(1025,1305) = 1025

Distance between cluster (Julie, John) and cluster (Bob) is

d (( Joulie, John), Bob) = Min(d ( Julie, Bob), d ( John, Bob)) =Min(6100,6760) = 6100

Distance between cluster (Julie, John) and cluster (Ted) is

d (( Joulie, John), Ted ) = Min(d ( Julie, Ted ), d ( John, Ted )) =Min(625,845) = 625

Similarly, distance between cluster (Julie, John) and cluster (Sara) is
d (( Joulie, John), Sara ) = Min(d ( Julie, Sara), d ( John, Sara )) =Min(29,53) = 29

Now the next nearest pair of clusters are (Julie, John) and (Sara) having minimum
distance (=29) as highlighted in Table 2.5. So merging them together and updating the
distances accordingly, I have the new distance matrix as shown in Table 2.6.

Table 2.6: Updated Distance matrix after merging (Julie, John) and (Sara)

(Julie, John), Sara
Ryan
Bob
Ted

(Julie, John), Sara
0
884
5729
514

Ryan
884
0
2125
50

Bob
5729
2125
0
2825

Ted
514
50
2825
0

Similarly merging (Ryan) an (Ted) who are the closest (distance=50) as shown in Table
2.6, I have the distance matrix as shown in Table 2.7.
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Table 2.7: Updated Distance matrix after merging (Ryan) and (Ted)

(Julie, John), Sara
Ryan, Ted
Bob

(Julie, John), Sara
0
514
5729

Ryan, Ted
514
0
2125

Bob
5729
2125
0

Merging the next closest cluster ((Julie, John), Sara) and (Ryan, Ted) I get the new
distance matrix as in Table 2.8.

Table 2.8: Updated Distance matrix after merging (Julie,John),Sara) and (Ryan,Ted)

(Julie, John), Sara), (Ryan, Ted)
Bob

(Julie, John), Sara), (Ryan, Ted)
0
2125

Bob
2125
0

Finally, merging the remaining two clusters ((Julie, John), Sara), (Ryan, Ted)) and
(Bob) I get the single cluster (((Julie, John), Sara), (Ryan, Ted)), Bob) as in Table 2.9
which contains all the 6 objects (students). Thus, the clustering is completed.

Table 2.9: Final matrix after merging ((Julie, John), Sara), (Ryan, Ted)) and Bob
(Julie, John), Sara), (Ryan, Ted), Bob
0

(Julie, John), Sara), (Ryan, Ted), Bob

2.4.3 Dendrogram
A dendrogram is a tree diagram that lists each observation, and shows which cluster it
is in and when it entered into its cluster. The dendrogram for the above example is shown
in Figure 2.3.
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From the dendrogram, k clusters can be found by cutting it in k-1 level from the top.
Here it is noticeable that there are 3 (cutting the dendrogram in level 2) distinct clusters in
the MthCS students. This can be further seen from examining the clustering history
(Figure 2.4). Here the distance is Euclidian distance.

Level 2

Level 1

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 3

Figure 2.3: Dendrogram for the MathCS student clusters

Clustering History
Number of
Clusters
5
4
3
2
1

Distance
4.47213595
5.38516481
7.07106781
22.67156810
46.09772229

Leader
Julie
Julie
Ryan
Julie
Julie

Joiner
John
Sara
Ted
Ryan
Bob

Figure 2.4: Clustering history of MathCS students
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According to the history, when number of clusters changes from 3 to 2; that is, when
the cluster ((Julie, John), Sara) is merged with (Ryan, Ted) cluster, there is a sharp
change (as shown in Figure 2.5) in distance (7.07 to 22.67). So it is a good level to cut the
dendrogram at distance 7.07. Thus three (3) distinct clusters are found.

Figure 2.5: Change in distance vs number of clusters
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Chapter 3

DETECTION OF MULTIVARIATE OUTLIERS

There are several definitions of outlier. It depends on the types and characteristics of
data objects. Some of the common definitions are given here. “An observation that
deviates so much from other observations as to arouse suspicion that it was generated by
a different mechanism” [2]. “An observation which appears to be inconsistent with the
remainder of that set of data” [1]. Outliers in a database could be real value (extreme
response) or it could be generated from data error, missing values or imported from a
different population. Outliers can be an individual data point or a group of objects
exhibiting considerable “outlyingness”.

A value may seem to be normal in univariate consideration but outlier from
multivariate points of view. For example, a child’s weight of 65 lb may seem to be
normal where the weight range is 10 -100 lb. But it would certainly be an outlier if it is
for a 2 years old (considering weight with age). No matter what and how it is appeared,
outliers may affect with undue influence on the analysis result. Outliers should be
detected and taken proper care of using reliable method(s) before performing analysis.
There are several approaches and methods to detect multivariate outliers. I use the
distance-based approach, in particular hierarchical clustering method to identify potential
candidates for multivariate outliers.
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3.1

Distance-Based Definitions of Outlier and Methods
In general, distance-based methods treat an object as outlier if it is at least at a

minimum distance away from a set percentage of objects in the dataset. This process
usually needs detail domain knowledge [19]. According to [3], “A point x in a dataset is
an outlier with respect to the parameters k and d, if no more than k points in the dataset
are at a distance d or less from x”. [4] defines outliers for high dimensional data where
user does not required to specify the distance parameter. It is based on the distance of the
Kth nearest neighbor of a point. An outlier score function is defined to measure the
extremeness of a data point in the outlier-based association method. The more extreme a
data point is, the higher outlier score it gets [20]. Also, there are various distance based
similarity measure tools, such as Mahalanobis distance, Jackknife technique, and the T2
statistic, which are widely used in multivariate outlier detection and analysis.

3.1.1 Mahalanobis Outlier Distance
In this outlier detection method, the Mahalanobis distance [21] of each point from the
multivariate mean (centroid) is plotted. The Mahalanobis distance between two
multidimensional vectors X, Y is found as,

D(X, Y) =

(X − Y )

T

S −1 (X − Y

)

where, S is the covariance matrix.

The Mahalanobis distance is a metric (distance between two data points) which is
better adapted than the usual Euclidian distance. The standard Mahalanobis distance
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depends on estimates of the mean, standard deviation, and correlation for the data. The
distance is plotted for each observation number. Extreme multivariate outliers can be
identified by highlighting the points with large distances.

3.1.2 Jackknife Technique
In Jackknife technique [22, 23], the distance for each observation is calculated with
estimates of the mean, standard deviation, and correlation matrix that does not include
the observation itself. It provides an alternative and robust method for determining the
propagation of error from the data to the parameters.

Let there are N data points. Jackknife technique starts with N-1 re-sampled values.
Suppose XJ1 is the measured parameter for first the N-1 samples. Then a new re-sampling
is done for another N-1 values sampled from N and may be the parameter this time is
found as XJ2. In this process N parameter values (XJi , i = 1, 2, 3, ….., N) are found. Then
the standard error is given by;
N

2
σ Jmean
= ( N − 1)∑ ( X Ji − X ) 2 / N
i =1

The Jackknife distance can be calculated as,
D(X, Y) = 1 − Min( ρ xy(1) , ρ xy( 2) , ρ xy( 3) ,......., ρ xy( N ) ), Jackknife Corelation
D(X, Y) = Min(d xy(1) , d xy( 2) , d xy( 3) ,......., d xy( N ) ), Jackknife Euclidian

The jackknifed distances are useful when there is an outlier. In this case, the
Mahalanobis distance is distorted and tends to disguise the outlier or make other points
look more outlying than they are.
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3.1.3 T2 statistic
Hotelling's T2 statistic [24] is a generalization of Student’s t-statistic that is used in
multivariate hypothesis testing. T2 statistic is simply the square of the Mahalanobis
distance, that is

t 2 ≈ (X − Y

)

T

S −1 (X − Y

)

It is preferred for multivariate control charts. The plot includes the value of the calculated
T2 statistic, as well as its upper control limit. Values that fall outside this limit are
potential candidates for outlier.

3.2

HAC as a Multivariate Outlier Detection Tool
In clustering-based methods, the key assumption is that the normal data objects

mostly belong to large and dense clusters, while outliers forms small distantly related
cluster or even do not belong to any of the clusters. These methods cluster data into
groups of different data density, takes points in small cluster as candidate outliers, and
compute the distance between candidate points to other clusters. If candidate points are
far from all other non-candidate points, they are treated as outliers. I explore hierarchical
clustering to determine multivariate outlier(s) and cross-verify those outliers using other
methods.

Hierarchical clustering method clusters data objects such that a cluster hierarchy is
related to the distance (similarity) with the other clusters. So, the higher the hierarchy,
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lower the similarity. The highest distant cluster would be treated as the first candidate to
be outlier. The data object that clustered last will have the largest distance and hence it is
the top candidate for outlier. Usually this is found (if any) by cutting the dendrogram so
that only two clusters are found containing a single data point in one and all other data
points into the other. This single data point is the most potential candidate for outlier.

Level 2

Level 1

Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Figure 3.1: Showing outlier candidate (Bob here) in dendrogram

For example, in the MathCS student evaluation example, Bob as shown in Figure 3.1 is
clustered as the last student and the distance between Bob and the cluster of all other
students is the highest (46.09). So, Bob is a potential outlier in the database.

There are some cases possible where identifying the last element clustered is difficult.
Because, may be there is no single data object found while cutting the resultant
dendrogram into 2 clusters. In such cases, what happens is that, all the data points are
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already clustered into some sub-clusters with some other data points and later the final
cluster is formed from those sub-clusters. In this scenario, the lastly clustered data object
could be found out of a big cluster applying the procedures as shown in Figure 3.2. In this
process, the first cluster found with single element in it is candidate for outlier. I can
further verify this element using other methods if it is truly outlier or not. But it is also
possible that a smaller cluster itself is a cluster of outliers.

Proc_HAC_Outlier(Dendrogram)

a) Cut the dendrogram so that only 2 clusters are found.
b) If the number of elements in any cluster is 1 STOP
The potential outlier is this element
Else, increase the number of clusters by 1 cutting the
dendrogram in the next level and repeat step b)
c) STOP

Figure 3.2: Procedure to determine the most potential candidate in a dendrogram
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Chapter 4

CASE STUDY: NATIONAL HEALTH INTERVIEW SURVEY

The National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) [9] is a multi-purpose health survey
conducted by the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS), Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC). The NHIS is the principal source of health related data
for civilian, non-institutionalized, household population of the United States. The survey
has been being conducted since 1957. Microdata files for public use are released
annually. The latest database available publicly is NHIS 2008 and that is the target
database in this thesis.

Currently NHIS consists of a Basic Module and Core Module as well as variable
Supplements. The Core Module consists of three components: 1) the Family Core, 2) the
Sample Child Core, and 3) the Sample Adult Core. The Family Core takes information on
everyone in the family in each household. One Sample Child (if any children under age
18 are present) and one Sample Adult are randomly selected, and information on each is
collected with the Sample Child Core and the Sample Adult Core questionnaires.
Because some health issues are different for children and adults, these two questionnaires
differ in some items, but both collect basic information on health status, health care
services, and behavior. In this thesis, the Sample Child and the Sample Adult data files
are investigated.
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4.1

Data Collection Procedures
The NHIS 2008 data was collected by the U.S. Census Bureau, as a data collection

agent. Census interviewers collected the data through a personal household interview.
About 600 interviewers were trained and directed by health survey supervisors in the 12
U.S. Census Bureau Regional Offices. The supervisors are career Civil Service
employees selected through an examination and testing process. The NHIS provides
training to interviewers annually in basic interviewing concepts and procedures.

A computer-assisted personal interviewing (CAPI) method was used by the
interviewer for data collection. The CAPI presents the questionnaire on computer screens
and guides the interviewer through the questionnaire. It automatically directs the
interviewer to next appropriate questions based on answers entered to previous questions.
Interviewers enter survey responses directly into the computer, and the CAPI program
validates and saves the responses into a survey data file.

Response was provided by a knowledgeable adult member (18 years or older)
residing in the household for children and for adults not present. For the Sample Child
questionnaire, a knowledgeable adult residing in the household provided the information.
And for the Sample Adult questionnaire, one adult for each family was randomly selected
to response. If he/she was physically or mentally unable; a knowledgeable person was
allowed to respond for the Sample Adult as proxy. I collect the data for this thesis from
the NHIS data source [9] available publicly in different formats. Also a data retrieval
tool, provided with the data files, is used to retrieve data in compatible format.
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4.2

Data Details
The facts and figures about the NHIS 2008 data are given in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: NHIS 2008 database at a glance
Entity
Total number of households
Total number of families
Total number of persons
Total number of eligible sample children
Sample Child (age 12 to 17 years)
Total number of eligible Sample Adult
Sample Adults (18 years or older)
# Cases knowledgeable proxy answered for
Sample Adult

Quantity
28,790
29,421
74,236
10,303
8,815
29,370
21,781
257

In this thesis, I use Sample Child and the Sample Adult data set from the NHIS 2008. In
the Sample Child data set, there are 8815 records and 195 variables. The Sample Adult
data set has 21,781 records and 980 variables. I merge these two data sets using their
house hold identifier to have a single dataset from where I can analyze the adolescent
obesity frequencies and characterize the clusters and outliers.

4.3

Data Preprocessing and Variable Selection
In general, there are two major types of variables in both Sample Child and Sample

Adult datasets, namely 1) Demographic variables and 2) Health related variables. To find
the important variables and extract relevant records in each category, I use exploratory
analysis for each variable. For example, in Sample Child dataset examining the age
distribution and the BMI (recoded) distribution as shown in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3
respectively, I select only those children having BMI reported. Here there are 2716 such
children and all of them are of age 12 to 17 years. Also, number of children within age
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range 12 to 17 years having Sample Adult relationship reported is 2488 as shown in
Table 4.4. Again, I filter out those children with missing Sample Adult relationship.
Finally I end up with 2168 children of age range 12 to 17 years having both BMI and
Sample Adult relationship reported as shown in the Table 4.5.

.

Table 4.2: Distribution of Age for Child
Age(Yr)
<1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
Total

Frequency
480
520
514
488
485
490
404
463
451
445
446
444
461
505
514
568
569
568
8815
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Percent
5.4
5.9
5.8
5.5
5.5
5.6
4.6
5.3
5.1
5.0
5.1
5.0
5.2
5.7
5.8
6.4
6.5
6.4
100.0

Table 4.3: Status (Recoded BMI) Distribution for child

Valid

Frequency
1743
516
457
2716
6099
8815

Normal
Overweight
Obese
Total
System

Missing
Total

Percent
19.8
5.9
5.2
30.8
69.2
100.0

Table 4.4: Children(age 12 to 17) having adult
relationship reported
Valid

12
13
14
15
16
17
Total

Frequency
360
402
398
448
456
424
2488

Percent
14.5
16.2
16.0
18.0
18.3
17.0
100.0

Table 4.5: Status * Age cross-tabulation for those having adult relationship reported
Count
Age
status

Total

Normal
Overweight
Obese

12
183
71
76
330

13
216
74
82
372

14
245
75
57
377

30

15
279
76
72
427

16
309
73
61
443

17
141
50
28
219

Total
1373
419
376
2168

4.4

Final Variables
Following different preprocessing strategies and methods such as contingency tables,

partition techniques and classification procedures in several steps, variables of interests in
Sample Child dataset are filtered down as shown in Table 4.6.

Table 4.6: Final clustering variables for Sample Child
Variable
Name

Demographic
Variables

Description

age

Age

0 - Under 1 Yr, 85 - 85+
yrs

sex

Sex

1- Male, 2- Female

Place to go if sick
recoded - for child
Days missed due to
days_missed
illness/injury, past 12 m
Health better, worse, or
health
about the same
Ever been told Sample
asthma
Child had asthma
recoded - for child
Sample Child Obesity
status
Status
place

Health
Related
Variable

Recoded values

1- Doctor's office or HMO,
2- others
1- 3 or less, 2- more than
3/others
1-Better, 2-About the
same/others, 3-Worse
1-Yes, 2-No/others
1-Normal, 2-Overweight,
3-Obese

Again, after exploratory analysis of the variables in Sample Adult dataset, the most
relevant variables are extracted in Demographic and Health related categories as shown
in Table 4.7. Initially there were 21,781 records and 980 variables in Sample Adult.
After filtering, as described above, only those Sample Adult records are taken for which
there is a child record in the filtered Sample Child dataset. That is how the number of
records came down to 2168.
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Table 4.7: Final clustering variables for Sample Adult
Variable
Name

Demographic
Variables

bmi

Body Mass Index
(BMI) recoded adult

age

Age adult

activity

Health

Description

hypertension

Related

asthma

Variable

diabetes
depression

Freq light/moderate
activity (times per wk)
recoded
Ever been told you
have hypertension
recoded
Ever been told you had
asthma recoded
Ever been told that you
have diabetes recoded
Ever had depression
recoded
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Recoded values

1-<25, 2-25 to <30, 3-30
to <35, 4-35 and up
1-18 to 29, 2-30 to 39, 340 to 49, 4-50 and up,
1-At least once a week,
2- Others
1-Yes, 2-No/others
1-Yes, 2-No/others
1-Yes, 2-No/others
1-Yes, 2-No/others

Chapter 5

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

I conducted the clustering, outlier mining and cluster analysis using HAC on Sample
Child and Sample Adult datasets in three phases. First, Sample Child dataset is clustered
and the characteristics of those clusters are analyzed. Then, HAC is applied on Sample
Adult dataset and the resultant clusters are analyzed. Finally, cluster analysis is conducted
on the combined Sample Child-Sample Adult dataset to mine the Child-Adult
characteristics with respect to adolescent obesity. In the outlier detection part, HAC
technique is applied taking all variables (demographic and health related) into
consideration in each dataset. The possible outliers (sub cluster and/or single
observations) are collected together into one group and compared with the general (nonoutliers) group with respect to the distribution of adolescent obesity. It is important to
mention that, I did not include the outcome variable “status” in the clustering process.

5.1

Result for Sample Child
Applying HAC on both the demographic variables (age and sex) and the health

related variables (place, days_missed, health, asthma) together, I get the clusters as
shown in the dendrogram (Figure 5.1). Then using exploratory analysis, I found an
optimum number of clusters as 15, where I cut the dendrogram.
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15

Figure 5.1: Dendrogram for Sample Child clustering
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Most of the observations (2127 out of 2168) are clustered together in cluster 1 (level
1) as shown in the distribution (Table 5.1). The rest of the observations are clustered
either in a very small (of size 2 to 8) cluster or in a cluster with only a single observation.
The observations in these smaller clusters and in the cluster with single observation are
the candidates for outliers.
Table 5.1: Clustering frequency distribution for Sample Child
.

Frequencies
Level
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Total

Count
2127
1
1
2
1
1
2
2
3
5
5
3
1
6
8
2168

Prob
0.98109
0.00046
0.00046
0.00092
0.00046
0.00046
0.00092
0.00092
0.00138
0.00231
0.00231
0.00138
0.00046
0.00277
0.00369
1.00000

N Missing
0
15 Levels

I group the outliers (level 2 to 15 in Table 5.1) together and separate the outlier group
from the general group as shown in Figure 5.2 where level 1 is general and level 2 are the
outliers. The distribution of obesity status for both the general and the outlier groups is
shown in Figure 5.3. The obesity distribution for the general group (63.61% normal,
19.23% overweight and 17.16% obese) shows that the obesity rates are similar with the
National rates [25].
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Figure 5.2: Distribution of general (level 1) and outlier (level 2) groups for children

(i)

(ii)

Figure 5.3: Distribution of status for children. (i) general(group 1), (ii) outlier(group 2)
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But the obesity rates (48.78% normal, 24.39% overweight and 26.83% obese) in the
outlier group are different than the National rates. There are 41 ouliers detected by the
HAC method. In outlier group, more adolescents are overweight and obese compared to
the general group.

5.2

Verification of the Outliers Result for Sample Child
I compare the obesity status distribution extracted by hierarchcal clustering with the

obesity status distribution as determined by three widely used methods; namely,
Mahalanobis distance measure, Jackknife Technique, and T2 statistic. I consider
approximately the same number of top outliers based on the distance generated by each
method as shown in the distance plots (Figure 5.4). The effort here is to choose a
distance in each method so that the number of outliers is as close as possible to the
number of outliers generated by HAC. Table 5.2 shows the breakdown of the number of
outliers by obesity status and methods. The obesity status distribution over these three
outlier groups and corresponding general groups are shown in Figure 5.5(a)-(c). The
result shows that the outlier extracted by hierarchical clustering exhibits almost the same
obesity distribution as the outliers obtained by other methods.

Table 5.2: Obesity status breakdown over outliers and methods for Sample Child
Obesity status
Normal
Overweight
Obese
Total

Hieararchical
Clustering
20 (48)
10 (24)
11 (26)
41

Methods [frequency (%)]
Mahalanobis
Jackknife
Distance
Technique
21 (53)
17 (43)
7 (17)
12 (30)
11 (28)
10 (25)
39
39
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T2 Statistic
17 (43)
12 (30)
10 (25)
39

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.4: Distance plots for Sample Child using multivariate outlier detection
methods. (a) Mahalanobis, (b) Jackknife, and (c) T2
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(i)

(ii)
Figure 5.5 (a): Distribution of status over outliers using Mahalanobis distance measure.
(i) for general group, (ii) for outlier group.
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(i)

(ii)

Figure 5.5 (b): Distribution of status over outliers using Jackknife technique.
(i) for general group, (ii) for outlier group.
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(i)

(ii)

Figure 5.5 (c): Distribution of status over outliers using T2 distribution.
(i) for general group, (ii) for outlier group.

5.3

Result for Sample Adult
I apply HAC on both the demographic variables (bmi, age, and activity) and the

health related variables (hypertension, asthma, diabetes, and depression) together. I get
the clusters as shown in the dendrogram (Figure 5.6). Then using exploratory analysis, I
found the optimum number of clusters is 30, where I cut the dendrogram.
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30

Figure 5.6: Dendrogram for Sample Adult clustering
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For Sample Adult, most of the observations (2123 out of 2168) are clustered into four
major clusters (level 1, level 3, level 4, and level 5) as shown in the distribution (Table
5.3). The rest of the observations are clustered either in a very small cluster (of size 2 to
5) or in a cluster with only a single observation. The observations in these smaller
clusters and in the cluster with single observation are the candidates for outliers in
Sample Adult database.
Table 5.3: Clustering frequency distribution for Sample Adult
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I collect the possible outliers together into one group and the major clusters (level 1,
level 2, level 3, and level 4) together into general group. The distribution of the outlier
group and the general group is shown in Figure 5.7. Here the level 1 is considered as the
general group and level 2 is outlier group. There are 45 ouliers detected by the HAC
method. The distribution of obesity status over both the normal and the outlier groups are
shown in Figure 5.8. From the obesity distribution for the general group (63.78% normal,
19.12% overweight and 17.1% obese), it is seen that the obesity rates are approximately
same as he National reates [25].

But the obesity status rates (42.22% normal, 28.9% overweight and 28.9% obese) in
the outlier group are different than the National rates. In outlier group, more adolescents
are overweight and obese compared to the general group.

Figure 5.7: Distribution of general (level 1) and outlier (level 2) groups for adults
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Distributions Adult_cluster group=1
status
Frequencies

normal

overweight

Level
normal
overweight
obese
Total

obese

Count
1354
406
363
2123

N Missing
0
3 Levels
normal

overwei obese
ht

(i)

(ii)
Figure 5.8: Distribution of status for Sample Adult.
(i) general (group 1), (ii) outlier (group 2)
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Prob
0.63778
0.19124
0.17098
1.00000

5.4

Verification of the Outliers Result for Sample Adult
Again, I compare the obesity distribution over outlier group extracted by hierarchcal

clustering with the obesity distribution over outlier groups as determined by Mahalanobis
distance measure, Jackknife Technique, and T2 statistic. I consider approximately the
same number (43 for Mahalanobis, 44 for both Jackknife and T2) of top outliers based on
the distances from the distance plots of respective methods as shown in Figure 5.9.

Table 5.4 shows the breakdown of the number of outliers by obesity status and
methods for sample adults. The obesity status distribution over the ouliers group
generated by these three methods and corresponding general groups are shown in Figure
5.10(a)-(c). The

result also shows that outlier extracted by hierarchical clustering

exhibits almost the same obesity distribution as the outliers otained using other methods
in case of Sample Adult dataset.

Table 5.4: Obesity status breakdown over outliers and methods for Sample Adult
Obesity status
Normal
Overweight
Obese
Total

Hierarchical
Clustering
19(42.22)
13(28.88)
13(28.88)
45

Methods [frequency (%)]
Mahalanobis
Jackknife
Distance
Technique
20(46.51)
21(47.72)
12(27.91)
12(27.27)
11(25.58)
11(25.00)
43
44

46

T2 Statistic
21(47.72)
12(27.27)
11(25.00)
44

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.9: Distance plots for Sample Adult using multivariate outlier detection methods.
(a) Mahalanobis, (b) Jackknife, and (c) T2
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(i)

Distributions M_Dist_SA group=2
status
Frequencies

normal

overweight

Level
normal
overweight
obese
Total

obese

Count
20
12
11
43

Prob
0.46512
0.27907
0.25581
1.00000

N Missing
0
3 Levels
normal

overweigh
t

obese

(ii)
Figure 5.10 (a): Distribution of status for Sample Adult over outliers using Mahalanobis
distance measure. (i) for general group, (ii) for outlier group.
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(i)

(ii)
Figure 5.10 (b): Distribution of status for Sample Adult over outliers using Jackknife
technique. (i) for general group, (ii) for outlier group.
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(i)

(ii)
Figure 5.10 (c): Distribution of status for Sample Adult over outliers using T2
distribution. (i) for general group, (ii) for outlier group.
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5.5

Characteristics Analysis of the Variables Used in Clustering
To explore the characteristics of child and adults with respect to their group (general

or outlier), distribution of those variables used in clustering are examined over groups.
This mines out the idea about variation in the distribution pattern of the attributes which
might be responsible for being an outlier. I used the following legends while generating
the distribution.




General group
Outlier group

5.5.1 Sample Child Characteristics
The characteristics of the Sample Child variables for both the general group and the
outlier groups are compared as plotted in Figure 5.11. It is shown (Figure 5.3) that the
rates of overweight and obese kids in the outlier group is higher than that of in the
general group. A large proportion of kids in the outlier group are age of 12 and 16.
Gender seems to have little contribution to differentiate groups.

The place variable shows that 51.22% kids in the outlier group use to go to
somewhere else than Doctor’s office when sick. But 68.22% of general kids go to
Doctor’s office. Days missed at school for most (67.42%) of the general kids is 3 days or
less but for the outlier group 63.42% kids missed more than 3 days at school. Health
condition in last one year for general kids was mostly the same (79.64%) but it was
mostly worse (53.66%) for the outlier group. Rate of asthma in the outlier group
(34.15%) is more than that in the general kids (17.25%).
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Figure 5.11: Variable wise comparison between general group (dark bars) and outlier
group (light bars) of sample child.(a) age, (b) Gender, (c) place to go when sick, (d) days
missed at school, (e) health condition in last 1 year, and (f) if has asthma.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

5.5.2 Sample Adult Characteristics
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The Sample Adult variable’s characteristics comparison between the general group
and the outlier groups are shown in Figure 5.12. Again, as shown in Figure 5.8, the rates
of overweight and obese kids for the adults in the outlier group are higher than that in the
general group. Young adults are more in the general groups where the older adults are
more in the outlier group. Rate of normal adult BMI (32.17%) in the general group is
greater than that in the outlier group (13.33%). On the other hand, rates of obese adult
(19.69%) and adult with extra high BMI (15.12%) are less in the general group than in
the outlier group compared with 31.11% and 31.11% respectively. The difference
between the general and the outlier groups with respect to Activity was minimal (data not
shown).

With respect to health related variables, hypertension rates shows that only 21.62%
adult has hypertension problem in general group where 71.11% adult in the outlier group
got hypertension. Also, 87.89% general adult did not have asthma problem where 60%
adults in the outlier group had asthma. Again, 93.97% general adult did not have diabetes
problem where 57.78% adults in the outlier group had diabetes. And 70.84% general
adult did not have depression problem where 73.33% adults in the outlier group had
depression.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5.12: Variable wise comparison between general group (dark bars) and outlier
group (light bars) of sample adult. (a) age, (b) BMI, (c) hypertension, (d) asthma, (e)
diabetes, and (f) depression.
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5.6

Limitations
There are limitations of agglomerative hierarchical clustering methods. The time

complexity of HAC algorithm is at least quadratic [O(n2)], where n is the number of
observations. It is not suitable for massive and high dimensional data. Selection of merge
or split points, to generate optimum number of clusters, is critical. Once a group of data
points are merged or split, it will continue operation on the new clusters and will not
undo what was done previously. If the merge or split decisions are not well chosen, they
may result in clusters which are not clearly different. I have chosen the number of
clusters using exploratory analysis but it was not exhaustive. The clusters generated may
not be optimum. Choosing different distance metrics and methods for measuring
distances between clusters may generate different results. In that case it requires multiple
experiments and comparison of the results.

Another limitation is that, I used single-linkage rule in my work which reduces the
assessment of cluster quality to a single similarity between a pair of objects. A
measurement based on one pair cannot fully reflect the distribution of the cluster pair.
The merging criterion here is strictly local. A chain of points can be extended for a long
distance and with no consideration about the overall shape of the emerging cluster. This
effect is called chaining. The clusters generated in this case were not intensively
examined for chaining. Multivariate distances are used for detecting outliers here. But, if
the variables are highly correlated in a multivariate sense, then it is possible for a point to
be ordinary if seen along one or two axes but still be an outlier by violating the
correlation.
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5.7

Future work
For more quality clustering in the purpose of multivariate outlier mining, hierarchical

clustering method could be applied using other distance measure methods like completelinkage, average-linkage, centroid [27], Ward [28], and fast Ward [29]. Then comparing
the clustering results out of these different distance measure methods, the detected
outliers might be more accurate.

I used simple Euclidian distance measure which is limited for categorical data. Since
the data set here is mostly categorical, I could have used “mismatch value” for the
distance matrix. The mismatch value is calculated simply as the number of variables for
which the two objects have different values (mismatches), divided by the total number of
variables.

Other clustering techniques like, K-means [29], Self Organizing Map (SOM) [30],
and especially Tight clustering [31] can be tried for multivariate outlier detection. Tight
clustering technique has a special feature that it clusters only with the closest (tight)
observations together. The observation which are not functionally or structurally related
or even distantly related, are clustered in a separate cluster named as “Noise”. Possibly,
the observations that fall into this noise cluster are outliers.
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Chapter 6

CONCLUSION

Hierarchical Clustering method always produces a grouping no matter how closely or
distantly the objects are related. The group(s) produced may not be always useful for
classifying objects. If the grouping discriminate between variables which are not used to do
the grouping and if those discriminations are useful, then cluster analysis is useful. In this
thesis I did not use the outcome variable “status” to produce the cluster. The clusters

still distinguished the status between the normal weight, overweight, and obese. Thus the
Hierarchical Clustering method was effective in obtaining valuable and meaningful result.

Cluster analysis methods are not clearly established. There are many options available
to choose while performing the hierarchical clustering. I may mine the outlier trying
different methods for computing the similarity matrix and linking groups until I "discover"
a pattern. This may be a bias and could raise criticism.

In this thesis, analyzing the clustering results and the characteristics of variables, I can
conclude that for adolescents who do not go to doctor’s office when sick, miss more school
days, have poor health condition and asthma, will have higher obesity rates. Also, the
adults who are older, have higher BMI, hypertension, asthma, diabetes and depression have
children with higher obesity rates.
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